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In 1810, when Isaiah Thomas published the first edition of The History of Printing in

America, information about the first newspaper in Albany, New York, was rather
scarce. Thomas correctly identified the publishers as Alexander and James
Robertson but called their paper The Albany Post-Boy while admitting, "At this
period, very little intelligence respecting it can be obtained."l The 1874 edition of
his book contained considerably more information about the Robertsons but still
referred to the Post-Boy, although it acknowledged in a footnote that all copies of
the Robertsons' paper that had been found were titled The Albany Gazette. These
changes can most likely be credited to Joel Munsell, an Albany printer and antiquarian who assisted in updating Isaiah Thomas's work. The resulting second edition, as well as Munsell's own Typographical Miscellany, have been the sources for
most of what is known and written about the Robertsons and The Albany Gazette.
A lexander and James Robertson's place in A lbany history is generally fixed with a
short reference to the fact that they published the city's first newspaper in 1771 and
later supported the Loyalist position.
The Robertsons were born in Stonehaven, Scotland, and were taught the printing
trade in Edinburgh by their father. James was five years younger than A lexander but
came to America first. He arrived in Boston in 1766 at the age of nineteen and
comp leted his training as a jo urneyma n printer under the tutelage of fellow
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Scotsmen John Mein and Thomas Fleeming, Boston printers and publishers of The

Boston Chronicle.
James's service with Mein and Fleeming coincided with a critical period in
American colonial history and a time of significant change in the printing industry.
The Stamp Act of 1765 had altered the relationship of the colonies to the mother
country and set them on a course that would eventually lead to independence.
Newspapers would help to chart this course. The repeal of the Stamp Act was significantly aided by the efforts of printers and journalists. Prior to November 1,

1765, when the Stamp Act was scheduled to take effect, newspapers published
many articles and resolutions outlining colonial opposition. No stamped newspapers were ever printed, and many either suspended publication or otherwise circumvented the letter of the law. The act was repealed on March 1, 1766; Sidney Kobre
aptly describes what the confrontation meant to journalists: "The publishers of the
press had been, generally, middlemen, who printed the news of interest to their
readers . ... Now the colonial newspapers began to develop strength, to exert a positive conscious influence. The publishers realized, perhaps for the first time, that
their papers could be utilized to protest effectively."2
In Boston, John and Samuel Adams and many others recognized the potential of
newspapers not only to educate but also to propagandize. According to Frank
Luther Mott in his book, American Journalism: A History 1690-1960 , Mein and
Fleeming made an honest effort to be impartial and present both Patriot and Tory
viewpoints. The Boston Committee of Safety, however, refused to accept neutrality. Eventually, Mein was assaulted, hung in effigy, and had to seek protection with
the British military) Certainly, young James Robertson knew of the confrontation
and it may well have been the first in a series of incidents that would lead him also
to side with the British.
James Robertson completed his training with Mein and Fleeming and in late 1768
moved to New York City, where he was joined by his twenty-six-year-old brother.
Alexander Robertson suffered from a disease which Isaiah Thomas explains left him
"deprived of the use of his limbs, and incapacitated for labor."4 Nevertheless, judging from Thomas's comments about the brothers, it would appear that between
them they had the talents and potential to be successful in the printing business.
He explains that James "was a worthy man and a very good printer" and that
Alexander was "intelligent, well educated and possessed some abilities as a writer."5
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In 1769 they set up a printing company on the comer of Beaver Street and on May

8, 1769, published their first newspaper, The New York Chronicle.
The Robertsons did not enter unobserved into the company of printers in New
York City. James Parker, a longtime New York publisher, kept an eye on them, and
his observations can be found as part of his regular correspondence with his former
partner, Benjamin Franklin. For instance, on November 22, 1768, he wrote, "A
new printer from Scotland has set up here .. .. If he lives, he must have a better
Faculty than ever I had, tho I think I live as soberly as he can." He goes on in the
same letter to express frustration over economic conditions: "And I have not much
hope of either Ease or Prosperity, till I rest in the Grave."6 Parker's letter of
February 17, 1769, reports to Franklin the death of William Weyman, Parker's former partner, who had published his own newspaper, The New-York Gazette , until
December 1767. He continues, "a young Scotch man has got his [Weyman's] tools
and set up here, and 'tis said, in the Spring will publish a News-paper."7 It would
appear that at this point, either Alexander Robertson had not yet arrived from
Scotland or Parker was not aware of his presence.
Parker's pessimism about business difficulties continues as a theme in his letters.
Although he was printing and selling a large quantity of newspapers, he was unable
to make ends meet because costs had increased so dramatically. To make matters
worse, he was now faced with additional competition in the form of James and
Alexander Robertson. By late March of 1769, Parker was aware of both of them and
their plans for the New York Chronicle . Somewhat cynically he assessed their
chances: "They are Scots Lads: and if they be fortunate Fools, they will have no
Need of Wisdom, otherwise they will fall through."8
The first issue of the Robertsons' Chronicle appeared on May 8, 1769, and their
apparent initial success seems to have stoked the fires of resentment. Parker's letter
of May 30 to Franklin referred to "a Couple of smuggled Scots Men" who were, in
Parker's opinion, "as bad Workmen as ever Bradford was, but from a large Portion
of Impudence, and the National Biass [sic] of all Scotch Men in their favor, I am
told they have more Subscribers already than I have ."9 The reference to "Bradford"
is presumably William Bradford, under whom Parker had served as an apprentice
and whose paper, The New York Gazette, was generally considered to be poorly
printed and edited. The success of the Chronicle, if indeed it was a success, was
short-lived. Publication ceased in early 1770; the last issue located is dated January
4, 1770. Parker probably felt some satisfaction as he gloated in a letter dated
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February 2, 1770, to Franklin that "they puffd and flourished away a While, but the
paper is now dropd. They were ignorant Blockheads, but have Impudence enough. I
hear they are now at work or going to work for Rivington." 10
In 1769 the Robertsons also printed a document written by William Smith titled

Review of the Military Operations in North America. The report takes the form of a
letter-signed, in N ew York on September 9, 1765, "Your Lordship's most obliged
and obedient servant"-but contains 170 pages. Among the Review's many references to activities in and around the Albany area we find the following: "Albany,
my Lord, is an old compact city, consisting of 3 or 400 well-built houses .... The
inhabitants are far from being indigent: the adjacent country abounds with provisions ... "11 Smith, however, was not very complimentary to Sir William Johnson
and military operations in northern New York. The significance of this particular
work to the Robertsons may well be that it served as an introduction to the upstate
New York area, which they would soon call home.
Exactly what it was that brought James and Alexander Robertson to Albany, New
York, in 1771 is simply not ye t known for certa in . In the second edition of
Thomas's History of Printing we are told, "They were patronized by Sir William
Johnson, then superintendent of Indian affairs who advanced them money to purchase a press and types." 12 This statement has been generally accepted; yet I cannot
find any reference in the collected volumes of Sir William Johnson 's papers to support it. Furthermore, Isaiah Thomas's own records add to the confusion. Thomas's
first edition, published in 1810, made no reference to Johnson's connection with
the Robertsons. Thomas kept extensive notes in preparation for a second edition,
which was finally publish ed in 1874, more than thirty years aft er his dea th .
Included in his h and written notes are two statements which indicate that the
Robertsons' patron was Sir John Johnson, Sir William's son. "John" is crossed out in
the second statement and "William" is inserted above it in what appears to be a
change made by Joel Munsell . It is more likely that Sir William rather than Sir
John would have encouraged the establishment of a printing house in Albany, if
indeed either of them were involved, but the connection is far from certain. 13
The papers of Sir William Johnson do confirm Sir William's wide range of interests.
His activities required that he stay aware of the news in the colonies as well as
around the world . He corresponded regularly with many people, including General
Thomas Gage, whose house was "nearly opposite" the Robertsons' printing business
in N ew York , and James Ri v ingto n , wh o m Pa rke r h ad sugges ted th a t the
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Robertsons may have worked for after the C hronicle ceased publication. Rivington's
letters were usually accompanied by copies of recent newspapers, either English or
colonial. His short letter of December 25, 1769, to Johnson enclosed a newspaper
that contained the latest "intelligence" from Europe, and it is possible that the
paper was Robertsons' New York C hronicle . 14 Other people also sent Johnson newspapers. Joseph Chew, Sir William's secretary, sent a Boston newspaper to Sir
William on November 7, 1769, so that he might "be able to form some judgement
of the spirit of the times."15 Among the news Chew mentioned was a report on the
assault against James Robertson's fo rmer master, John Mein.
The only clear indication that Sir William Johnson may have been actively looking
to set up a printing business in Albany is found in a letter dated December 28,

1769, from Peter Silvester, Johnson's lawyer. Silvester wrote to introduce William
Goddard, the printer and publisher of the Pennsylvania C hronicle, who came to
Albany "with a View to enlarge his Business & to set up a printing office & publish
a Weekly paper in this place if he can meet with proper Encouragement." Goddard
came specifically to see Johnson and "to communicate this his design & to know
your sentiments."16 We do not know Goddard's plans, nor do we know Johnson's
sentiments, but we do know for certain that Goddard's Pennsylvania printing house
did not expand into Albany.
A lexander and James Robertson's printing office in Albany "is said to have been in
Barrack, now Chapel Street."17 It was from this office that on November 25,1771,
Volume I, Number 1, of the Albany Gazette, the first newspaper in New York State
outside of New York City, was issued. Alexander was not yet thirty years old, James
not twenty-five; they were far from their place of birth, printing pioneers on the
fringe of colonial society. They explained in the opening article of the first issue,
certainly not without some measure of self-interest, the values they found in newspapers:
.. . an impartial Paper, conducted with Judgement; is an
Epitome of modern History: Brings Men of Merit into public
View: promotes a Spirit of Enquiry: is favourable to Civil and
Religious Liberty; a cheap vehicle of Knowledge and Instruction
to the Indigent; and attended to numberless commerc ia l
Advantages. - The perusal requires but a short Recess from
Business; and the annual Expense is so inconsiderable, that few
can be deprived of enjoying it, through Apprehension of trespassing, either upon their Time or their Pockets. 18
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Newspapers did indeed epitomize the modern world of the eighteenth century in
colon ial America. Begun in Boston in 1704, journalism in America was an outgrowth of English press experience which, after a period marked by attempts at suppression or control, became identified with the right of the people to be informed
and educated, and as a means of preserving liberty. Imbued with the philosophy of
enlightenment and the spirit of Whig politics, the colonial newspaper industry was
dynamic, but it developed slowly at first. Around the middle of the century, newspapers began a significant transformation that can be attributed to the changing
social and political atmosphere in the colonies.
In the Albany Gazette the Robertsons recognized the developing social and cultural
aspects of colonial life. What appears to be missing is any sense of th e political
aspect. Each of the fifteen issues that are among the collection at the N ew York
State Library follows a regular pattern that includes essays, letters to the printers,
international and colonial news, a healthy amount of advertising, and, without fail,
the "Poets Corner." There is limited sense of the political tensions that were about
to erupt into revolution. Perhaps the Robertsons had come to Albany hoping to
avoid those tensions and maintain the impartiality that had long been the h allmark
of the printer. Perhaps they published during the calm before the storm of change
struck Albany. In any case, the Robertsons, at least during their early years in
Albany, appear to h ave been most interested in the newspaper as a tool of the
enlightenment and not as a weapon of the political wars. This may be the result of
an honest effort on their part to remain neutral and to serve in the more traditional
role of impartial printer, or they may simply have known that making their true
feelings known would destroy their business.
Unfortunately, as with the Chronicle in New York, the Gazette in Albany did not
last one year. The exact date publication ceased is not known, but the last issue
located is dated August 3, 1772. Also unknown is the reason why the paper failed.
It may have been a lack of subscriptions or poor advertising revenue or even the
difficulty of obtaining paper for printing. At least once the Robertsons apologized
to their readers for missing a week's publication because they did not receive a shipment of paper from New York. The first paper mill in the northern part of New
York State was built in T roy, but not until 1793 . 19 Whatever the reason, the fact
remains that over the thirt y-seven -week period fro m N ove mber 25 , 1771, to
A ugust 24 , 1772 , the Robertsons printed only twenty- four issues. During one
stretch in March, April, and May of 1772 they managed to print only two issues in
eleven. All this does not necessarily mean that they were poor journalists, but sim-
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ply underscores the challenges they faced along with others who chose to settle on
the frontier.
The Robertsons maintained a presence in Albany until 1777, well after they discontinued publication of the Albany Gazette. However, as of October 7, 1773, their
involvement with newspapers shifted to Connecticut. In Norwich they established
a partnership with John Trumbell and began printing a newspaper with the
grandiose name The Norwich Packet and the Connecticut, New Hampshire,
Massachusetts and Rhode Island Advertiser. 20 More often known simply as the
Norwich Packet, the name may point to a further connection with James Rivington,

who in April of 1773 had begun a similarly titled New York City paper called
Rivington's New-York Gazette; or the Connecticut, New Jersey, Hudson's River, and
Quebec Weekly Advertiser)1 The partnership with Trumbell lasted until May of

1776, when the Robertsons sold their interest and Trumbell carried on alone. By
this time, the Robertsons' Loyalist tendencies were more well defined and the split
resulted, according to Isaiah Thomas, because Trumbell "differed in his politics
with his partners."22 Years later James Robertson would explain that they left the
paper because they realized that "they could no longer carry it on without making it
subservient to the cause of Rebellion."Z3 Trumbell continued to publish the paper
until his death in 1803.
There is ample evidence of continued printing activity for the Robertson Printing
Company in Albany. In 1772 they published, "By order of his excellency William
Tryon, Esq; governor and commander in chief," a manual of exercises and maneuvers for the New York Provincial militia.Z4 Among their work for 1773 was the Law
and Ordinances of the Mayor, Recorder, Alderman, and Commonalty, of the City of
Albany. This was a sixty-six-page document of regulations covering the local ferries,

street paving and cleaning, storage of gunpowder, the marking of bread, "Negros,
Mulattoes and other Slaves," and even the height of fences. It was well printed and
easily readable, with an ornate descriptive banner across the top of each page.2S In
the same year they also printed a five-act heroic play written by George Cockings
titled "The Conquest of Canada: or, The Siege of Quebec."z6
Perhaps most interesting of all their work for 1773 were the confessions they printed for three men who were sentenced to death for counterfeiting the currency. John
Smith, Joseph-Bill Packer, and John Wall were executed at Albany, in February,
March, and April of 1773, respectively, but only the statement of Packer is in the
Early American Imprints collection published by the American Antiquarian
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Society. Packer's letter is fifteen pages long, addressed "T o the Printers" and in it he
vehemently protests his innocence. He accuses a man he calls "Doctor Smith," who
may be th e John Smith mentio ned above, as well as oth er men, wh o remain
unnamed, of causing his downfall. It may well be th at Packer, Smith , and W all
were involved in one scheme. However, Packer indicates that h e is alone in his
punishment, for he states, "it seems that I must be an Escape Goat to bear their
transgressions into the other world."z7 In any case, the confessions represent an
interesting view of the variety of work that printers were engaged in.
During the time the Robertsons maintained printing offices in both Norwich and
Albany, there are a number of examples of the same work printed in both places. In
177 4 bo th offi ces prin ted "Extrac ts fr o m the V otes and Proceedings of the
A merican Continental Congress" in the form of an address to the people of Britain.
The N orwich edition makes it clear that the radicals were not ye t in control of the
Co n gress. The doc ume nt begins in part by "avow ing o ur a ll eg ia n ce to his
Majesty"Z8 and concludes by pointing out that "we have chosen a method of opposition , that does not preclude a hearty reconciliation with our fellow cit izens on the
other side of the Atlantic."Z9 The A lbany copy also included a letter to the citizens
of A lban y C ity and County from t he delega tes wh o represented them at the
Philadelphia Congress)O Also, the Robertsons printed with Trumbell in N orwich

Bickerstaff s New England A lmanack , For the Year of Our Lord , 1776 3I and , with little c h a nge, the sa me book in A lba n y und e r t h e n a me Bickerstaff's A lbany
Almanack.3 Z There is ev idence th at, in addition to h av ing the same document
printed at both locations, printed material from one location was available for sale
at the other.
The news of the Battle of Lexington , wh ich took place on April 19, 1775, reached
Albany on May I , and the city authorities immediately fo rmed Commi ttees of
Safety and Correspondence. Local patriots assembled shortly thereafter to form
militia companies and prepare for what now seemed to be certain armed conflict) 3
The next two years would be difficult times for Alexander and James Robertson . If
they had been inclined to support the British, they were, up to this time, able to
keep their sentiments out of public scru tiny, but impartiality would no longer be
tolerated.
O nce again the starting point for examining this period in the Robertsons' stay in
A lbany is the second edition of Isa iah Thomas's History of Printing in A merica .
There we find the following:
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They .. . continued their printing h ouse in Albany until the
commencement of the revolutionary war; when, being detected
in publishing and circulating in a private manner, highly obnoxious handbills, etc., in support of the royal cause which they
decidedly espoused, they judged it expedient h astily to leave the
city, and went to Norwich.34
As with most of the information in Thomas about the Robertsons, the above comments were not fo und in the first edition and are not wholly accurate. The Minutes
of the Albany Committee of Corres pondence 1775-1 778 provide some additional

information on the Robertsons' activities before 1777. Furthermore, in 1784, James
Robertson presented a sworn statement to the British Commission of Enquiry into
the Losses and Services of the American Loyalists. His statement, which is admittedly prejudiced, remains the only primary source of information on the Robertsons'
fin al years in Albany.
James's statement before the British Commission starts at the beginning of the war.
He explains that at that time they were settled in both the C ity of Albany and the
T own of N orwich. The Norwich newspaper prov ided what he called "a very handsome profit,"35 but he and his brother, as explained above, felt compelled to end
their partnership with Trumbell. They returned to Albany, where "they imagined
they could be of more immediate Service to Gove rnment,''36 which presumably
means the British government. By this account, then , sometime after May 1776,
the Robertsons concentrated their printing activity in Albany. In 1776, Robertson
continues, they were employed by a Colonel Edmeston , who was being held in jail
in Albany, "to print and circulate such papers as might have tendency to promote
the interests of G reat Britain."37 Robertson does not men tion that during this period they also publish ed as a broadside "The T ory Act, " which was part of the
resolves of the Continental Congress. The act alerted the patriots that "divers honest and well meaning, but uniformed people in these colonies ... " do not full y
understand the American cause and they were admonished to "treat all such persons with kindness and attention ."38 N o doubt the Robertsons h oped fo r such
understanding and consideration .
Robertson 's admission would seem to confirm the charge that Isaiah Thomas said
was placed against them, of publishing and distributing "highly obnoxious handbills, etc. , in support of the royal cause." Furthermore, there was a resolution presented before the C o mmittee of Correspondence o n October 18, 1776, "That
Major Edmunston be immediately taken into C ustody."39 This could very well be
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the officer that James Robertson named as "Colonel Edmeston." Whether the
Robertsons were printing leaflets for the Loyalists or not, it is certain that they were
doing printing for the Patriots. There are eight references in the committee's minutes to bills for printing done by the Robertsons which were all ordered paid. The
first bill was in September 1775, followed in 1776 by two in June, one each in July,
September, October, and November, with the final payment on June 7, 1777. If
they were printing for both the British and the Americans, it is difficult to know
whether they were serving in the role of impartial printer or were simply out for
economic gain.
The confrontation over the printing and circulation of Loyalist handbills finally
reached a climax in early February 1777 . On February 3 the Committee of
Correspondence appointed a committee "to examine the Printing Office in this
City, and also to take & seize all such papers as they shall deem necessary."40 They
were looking for evidence of the printers' involvement with the distribution of proBritish literature. There is no mention in this account of the names of the printers,
but the Robertsons ran the only printing office in Albany. Later the same day Jacob
Cuyler and Harmanus Wendell reported back to the committee that they could
find no evidence and that the printers denied publishing the proclamations in question. The printers, however, would not declare their innocence under oath. It was
then further resolved that if "the said Printers do not declare upon Oath whether
the said proclamation &c. has been reprinted by them or in their office, and at
whose request,"4l their press, types, and other printing equipment could be taken
and kept in custody. However, there is no indication that the Robertsons' equipment was confiscated at that time.
The available records make it difficult to establish the exact sequence of events,
especially since James Robertson's statement to the Board of Enquiry mentions few
dates. However, he does state that he felt compelled to leave Albany, and it is reasonable to assume that the Committee of Correspondence's investigation may have
given him adequate incentive. He claims to have gone into hiding at a settlement
thirteen miles from the city and to have taken printing materials with him. He presumably intended to continue printing for the British. This was evidently not a very
unusual practice for printers. Hugh Hastings wrote that during the revolution, "The
average printer maintained a portable shop, ready to be moved at a moment's warning . . . to reach a destination safe from the enemy."42 Aware that he was being
sought, Robertson returned one night to Albany to visit Colonel Edmeston and to
arrange his escape to New York City, where he would be protected by the British
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military. Edmeston provided Robertson with a forged pass to help insure his safe
passage, "a card recommending him to Capt. McKenzie, Sir Wm Howe's
secretary,"43 and some secret messages to deliver. James evidently made good his
escape, trusting perhaps in the kindness suggested by the Tory Act to protect his
handicapped brother, Alexander.
According to James's account, Alexander did not receive very good treatment.
Angered by James Robertson's escape, the committee "seized upon the Body of
Alexander Robertson who for a Series of Years has been entirely deprived of the use
of his Legs"44 and placed him in prison. Also imprisoned were William Lewis, an
apprentice, and Patrick Kelly, a servant. Exactly when this occurred is unclear, but
Alexander Robertson was certainly in jail by June 11 , 1777, because on that date he
wrote a letter to the Albany Committee complaining about their violent treatment
at the hands of the jailer, Stephen Bell. In a scuffle with Bell, Patrick Kelly was
severely cut, almost lost his thumb and was left without medical treatment for
hours.45
If we accept the timing of these events, then the payment to "A & J Robertson" for
"printing Two Hundred Hand Bills"46 which was made on June 7, 1777, as referred
to above, seems somewhat out of place. James was clearly no longer in Albany, so
Alexander Robertson and William Lewis may simply have been ordered to do the
work. Because of his h andicap, Alexander could not have operated a printing press
alone. The records show that five days after this bill was paid, on June 12, 1777,
William Lewis, the apprentice who was arrested with Robertson, was "ordered sent
down to the Fleet prison at Kingston."47 This transfer may thus mark the end of
printing activity in Albany until after the war was over.
Alexander's ordeal was not yet ended. James Robertson explains that after about six
months "confined in a most hideous Apartment in Albany Gaol [sic],"48 he was
sent to prison in Kingston. He was nearly trapped in that jail when Kingston was
burned on October 13, 1777. With no one to help him, he managed to escape by
crawling on his hands and knees to a cabbage patch outside his jail. He was found
there three days later, burned and bruised, but was simply returned to another
prison. Information contradicting this scenario is found in a November 18, 1777,
letter from General Israel Putnam to New York State Governor George C linton.
Putnam wrote to recommend the exchange of Alexander Robertson for John
Dennis of New Jersey. The exchange was the result of "repeated applications from
James Robinson [sic] of N: York," and Putnam favored it because "Robinson [sic] is
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a Cripple (& I believe a worthless fellow}."49 Putnam also states that Alexander
was moved from the Kingston jail before it was burned. Clinton responded to
Putnam on N ovember 24, 1777, but obj ected to the exchange unless it was for "Mr
Miller of W est Chester C ounty or any other Subject of this State. "50 Despite this
objection , Major General G ates granted permission for the original exchange 5l and
Alexander was allowed to join his brother in New York City. James then dramatically concluded his statement before the commission : "It is noto rious that no
Printers on the continent of America did more, or ran greater risks to serve their
King and country than your Memorialists, and at a time when they were far from
protection of a British Army."52
The final pages of the Robertsons' statement before the board includes a breakdown
of the losses for which he was seeking reimbursement and sworn statements by others to help substantiate his claim. The items listed totaled £650 and included £311
for a printing office, £77 for salaries paid to Lewis and Kelly while they were in
prison, and £ 135 for prison expenses. They eventually received £350.53 Of further
interest is the fact that one of those attesting to the Robertsons' claim was Joseph
C hew, "late Secretary to Indian Affairs under Sir Wm Johnson."54 C hew could not
specifically confirm Robertson's claim but did state that he knew the Robertsons
and had seen their newspaper.
Fo r the n ex t six yea rs, as lo ng as the British stayed in N e w York C ity , the
Robertsons were busy publishing newspapers. In New York they publish ed the Royal

American Gazette from January 16, 1777, until July 3 1, 1783. For a short period in
1778, James Robertson published the Royal Pennsylvania Gazette in Philadelphia. In
1780, James traveled to C h arleston, South Carolina, and for about two years he
published the Royal South-Carolina Gazette. When the British evacuated New York,
the Robertsons moved , alon g with man y o ther Loya lists, to Shelburne, N ova
Scotia. There, in 1784, they restarted the Royal American Gazette. Later that year,
Alexander died at the age of forty- two. James moved the paper to C h arlottetown,
Prince Edward Island, where he expected to be appointed the King's Printer. He
was greatly disappointed when he received the appointment but was granted no
salary for the position . He returned to Edinburgh, Scotland, in 1789 and worked as
a printer and bookseller until his death in 1816.55
The Robertsons' Albany Gazette remains isolated in area history, still a mystery.
T oday little more is known about the newspaper or the printers than Isaiah Thomas
knew in 1810. N o printing was done before they came to Albany, and after they
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left , the printing presses were silent until 1782. There is even an unconfirmed story,
again found in Thomas's second edition , that the Robertsons gave their press to a
friend for safekeeping and the friend buried it. The press was dug up in 1782 and
sold to Solomon Balantine, who then published Albany's second newspaper. 56 As
with much of what is found about Albany in The History of Printing, the accuracy of
the story is uncertain, but th at does not mean it is untrue. Douglas McMurtrie at
least confirms the printing hiatus in his book o n Alban y imprints, where he
expla ins, " . .. no imprints are recorded for the years 1777 to 1781, inclusive. N o
satisfactory evidence of printing in A lbany during those fi ve Revolutionary years
h as yet been found."57
Obviously, the information available at the present time leaves man y unanswered
questions about Alexander and James Robertson and the ir experiences in A lbany.
W e cannot be certa in who or what brought them to the city, but I believe that
wh at they sought was simply the ch ance to practice the ir trade. Alban y was an
untouched market, an opportunity for literary and commercial success. They were
young, enthusiastic, and truly convinced of the importance of "an impartial paper,
conducted with judgement," as they wrote in the opening article of the first edition
of the Gazette. There is no doubt that they were also interested in the fin ancial
benefits of a profit able printing house. Judging from James Parker's comments, they
were not likely to find that in N ew York C ity. The ir most critical error was in not
recognizing the transformation that the press underwen t during the Stamp A ct crisis. The crisis enhanced the importance of the press but only at the price of its
impartiality. Perhaps the Robertsons though t they could ride out the pendulum of
change in a place like Albany, which was removed from the center of controversy.
N otwithstanding James Robertson 's dramatic remarks before the British Board of
Enquiry, I believe they were carried, mostly by c ircumstance, to the Loyalist position and then to self-imposed exile in Canada. In an y case, Alexander and James
Robertson deserve more than a footnote in Albany's history. Whatever mo tives
drove them, they brought to Albany "an Epitome of modern History" and , for better or worse , controve rsy and the press are inseparable. The city has not been the
same since.
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